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PRESCHOOL LESSON

VERSE FOR LITTLES
A man without SELF-CONTROL is like a city broken into and left without walls.

Proverbs 25:28

VERSE FOR PARENTS
For God gave us a spirit not of fear but of power and love and self-control.

2 Timothy 1:7

INTRODUCTION

       Sing/dance to “Give Me Self-Control” by Sovereign Grace Music (http://bit.ly/selfctrl4)  

       or “King of Me” by Rend Co. Kids (http://bit.ly/kingofme)
       Pray for the lesson & pass out coloring sheet(s)

LESSON

We learn about God in the Bible.  The Bible is God’s word to us.  

In the Bible, we learn that when we know & love Jesus, He gives us His helper called the 

Holy Spirit. 

The Holy Spirit helps to change our hearts & helps us to be more like Jesus.

One way the Holy Spirit works in our hearts is by helping us grow in SELF-CONTROL..

SELF-CONTROL can be seen when we don’t do or say whatever we want, whenever we 

want, but rather when we DO do the things God has asked us to in the Bible (i.e. the Fruit of 

the Spirit, loving God, love our neighbors, to not lie, etc.).  SELF-CONTROL is for our GOOD 

& is a help to us.

When we don’t practice SELF-CONTROL things can get a bit messy.  Think of 
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SELF-CONTROL like the captain of the ship. When the captain is at the wheel & steering the 

ship,  it will probably get to where it needs to go, right? But if there is no captain to control 

& guide the ship, the boat will just end up going whichever way the wind blows it, especially 

if it’s in a big storm! And if there is no captain to steer the boat, do you think it would be 
able to get to where it is going safely? Probably not.  

So we see that SELF-CONTROL is super important, but we know it can be really, really hard 

sometimes. Like if your mom & dad say that you can’t have a treat right now, you may want 

to scream and shout, but that would not be showing SELF-CONTROL & could probably end 

up making things worse.  But the Bible tells us that when it is hard to practice 

SELF-CONTROL, you can ask for help from the Holy Spirit - you can STOP, THINK, & PRAY 
for help to obey, and the Bible says God is faithful to answer.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

       What is SELF-CONTROL? (Not doing or saying whatever you want whenever, but 
       instead doing what God tells us to do.)

       What does SELF-CONTROL NOT look like? (i.e. throwing a fit, doing whatever we want,   

       etc.) What does it look like? (Obeying what God has asked us to do.)
       What do we do if we are having a hard time with SELF-CONTROL? (Stop, think, and 

       pray for help to obey.)

LEARN/PRACTICE THE SIGN OF THE WEEK: SELF-CONTROL

Take time to review the series different signs for LOVE, JOY, PEACE, PATIENCE, KINDNESS, 

GOODNESS, FAITHFULNESS, and GENTLENESS. Then learn our new sign for 

SELF-CONTROL: 

The sign for “self-control” is made by two separate 

motions. The first sign for “self” is made by placing your 

thumb on your chest with a closed hand. Then the sign 

for “control” is made by placing two closed hands out in 

front of you, then moving them slightly forward, then 

back, while staying parallel to the ground. See 

http://bit.ly/selfctrl3 for a video demonstration.
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SELF-CONTROL GAMES - play one or a series of games that practice SELF-CONTROL, 
like Simon Says, or Red Light/Green Light. You can also play “Ready, Set, Go!” where you 

say “Ready, set, Go!” & race around outside/inside, but then sometimes instead of saying 

“Go!” you say other silly words, like gopher, or grasshopper, etc. Make sure they know 

the rules & encourage them to listen  & not just go when they think they should go. 

READ/WATCH/LISTEN:

      Watch “Paul’s Letter About Self Control” from Saddleback Kids (http://bit.ly/paul43) 

      or read it aloud together (1 Corinthians 9:24-27). Discuss the different ways good 

      athletes have to practice SELF-CONTROL every day. What would happen if they 

      didn’t?

      Watch “The Temptation of Jesus” by Saddleback Kids (http://bit.ly/jesustempt) or   
      READ about it in Luke 4:1-13 or Matthew 4:1-11. Talk about the different ways   

      Jesus showed SELF-CONTROL. What did he quote to help practice SELF-CONTROL?   

      (the Bible).

BIG TRUTHS FOR LITTLE NURSERY HEARTS:
God is good, God LOVES me, 

The Bible is God’s Word for me! 

LIVING IT OUT
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CLOSE IN PRAYER

Dear God, Thank you for giving us your Holy Spirit to help us! Thank you for sending us 
Jesus to live the life we couldn’t live. Thank you for teaching us SELF-CONTROL so that we 

can live the way that is good for us. Thank you for loving us & giving us the Bible to learn 

about who you are. We love you! In Jesus’ name, Amen.



OBJECT LESSON: SELF-CONTROL

Supplies: a bunch of rolled up socks, blocks/boxes/etc. to build a wall big enough for 
your kiddo to hide behind

Read Proverbs 25:28 together: “A man without SELF-CONTROL is like a city broken into 

and left without walls.”
Talk about how we can see in the Bible that SELF-CONTROL is for our good & helps 

protect us (like when we don’t run out into the street, or only eat candy all day every 

day, etc.)  Tie this back into the Proverbs verse & discuss how when we don’t practice 

self-control, it’s like a city without any walls to protect it.

Next, have your little build a wall out of blocks/boxes/etc. Have them hide behind it & 

then pretend to be a bad guy trying to attack the city & start throwing the rolled up 

socks at the wall. (Theoretically, the wall shouldn’t fall over.)

When ready, talk with them about how the wall protected them from you & your 

“attack.”

Next, tear down the wall & talk about how when we don’t practice SELF-CONTROL, it’s 
like a city without a wall to protect it.

Then do the same thing you did previously with the rolled up socks & attack their “city.” 

Have fun, make them laugh, but close it out with re-reading the verse in Proverbs & 

how practicing SELF-CONTROL is for our good.
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